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Pilots and travelers of our metro area’s busy airports will likely agree that various 
infrastructure changes would make transportation much easier and more convenient. 
Be it more runways and space to maintain the aircrafts, or more parking options and 
different terminal layouts, there is always room for improvement to increase travel ease 
and accessibility. 

Some of those issues will be addressed in the coming year as The Port Authority of 
New York and New Jersey moves forward with its approved 2018 budget of $8 billion, 
which includes $3.4 billion for capital expenditures. 

In addition to the region’s major airports, the agency controls six bridges and tunnels, 
the World Trade Center site and the Port of New York and New Jersey. The agency 
anticipates net operating income of $1.5 billion in 2018. 

The focus on massive improvements to port facilities, bridges, tunnels and the 
transportation infrastructure provide investors with myriad investment opportunities, 
across several industrial sectors, and the demand is likely to keep growing. 
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Furthermore, the tristate interstate highways have a large number of infrastructure 
projects proposed or in the works – just look at all the orange cones. The projects range 
from highway widening to commuter rail upgrades, along with repairs to numerous 
bridges. Granted, there are issues with funding all these projects, but the simple fact 
remains, the projects directly affect the traveling public and sooner or later must be 
done. 

Another infrastructure improvement that seems to always be on the back burner is 
upgrading the air traffic control system. The current system is considered safe; 
however, it also was created when annual passenger levels in the United States were a 
fraction of today’s one billion annual fares. The system nonetheless will require 
extensive upgrading in the foreseeable future, which will require a massive investment 
in state-of-the-art electronics. 

Simply put for investors, that means construction and engineering firms, may be worth a 
look. The same goes for the manufacturers of heavy equipment. 

Industrial firms that produce cement, steel, asphalt, wire and cable and lighting will be 
needed. Electronics, which carry its own weight in the stock market, are necessary for 
everything from tracking commercial aircraft and an increasing number of drones, to 
implementing new high-tech toll plazas on limited access highways. 

Of course, indiscriminate buying is not recommended. As with any investment, careful 
research is key. There are multiple companies in each of these categories. Some may 
have bright, profitable futures. Others may not. Some may pay a dividend that is right 
for your portfolio. Others may not. Before making any investment, investors should 
weigh the risk. 

Infrastructure investment, in many cases, is truly a long-term opportunity and 
commitment. The need for nationwide repairs, replacements and upgrades is not going 
away any time soon and neither are the investment opportunities they represent. 

Kevin Peters is a financial adviser with the Global Wealth Management Division of 
Morgan Stanley in Purchase. He can be reached at 914-225-6680. 

The information contained in this column is not a solicitation to purchase or sell 
investments. Any information presented is general in nature and not intended to provide 
individually tailored investment advice. The strategies and/or investments referenced 
may not be suitable for all investors as the appropriateness of a particular investment or 
strategy will depend on an investor’s individual circumstances and objectives. Investing 
involves risks and there is always the potential of losing money when you invest. 
Various factors, including an economic downturn, may cause a company to reduce or 
eliminate its dividend. Systematic or periodic investing does not assure a profit and 
does not protect against loss in declining financial markets. An investor should be 



prepared to continue the program of investing at regular intervals, even during 
economic downturns. The views expressed herein are those of the author and may not 
necessarily reflect the views of Morgan Stanley Wealth Management, or its affiliates. 
Morgan Stanley Smith Barney, LLC, member SIPC. 


